
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of nurse educator. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for nurse educator

Utilize, update, enhance and support the existing EndoSite consulting
business tools and consulting reports
Assist in the Development, Implementation and teaching of educational
program nationally based on customer needs and update educational
material and presentations at least once yearly with the most current
information and best practice recommendations
Provide training and support to sales team on clinical services and
reprocessing along with hands on training on reprocessing of endoscopes so
reps are knowledgeable on the steps required to train customers ensure the
endoscope is safe for patient use
Provide requested sales support and customer support related to sales
evaluations and post sales in service, customer inquiries and or requests for
additional information
Provide post sales customer training in service for OER PRO automated
endoscope reprocessor
Work closely with Director of Clinical Support to facilitate the internal
programs and systems designed to achieve the management and delivery of
all EndoSite consulting and educational program objectives
Attend and speak at industry symposiums and professional conferences, as
needed and appropriate
Interact with sales and marketing personnel on a regular basis as appropriate
to help build a strong working relationship and network
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support
Communicate effectively with all internal and external customers

Qualifications for nurse educator

Enjoys collaborating with a team and has a love for teaching
Serve as disease and product expert to sales training
Serve as a member of Commercial Brand Planning
Be the key driver in strategic customer and sales planning process
Dedicated home workspace
Bachelor's degree in Nursing, Master's preferred


